Functional recovery after destruction of dopamine systems in the nucleus accumbens of rats. III. Further analysis of the facilitating effect of the ACTH-(4-9) analog ORG 2766.
The functional recovery from impaired motor activity caused by 6-OHDA lesions in the nucleus accumbens is accelerated by the ACTH-related peptides ACTH-(4-10), alpha-MSH (ac-Ser1-ACTH-(1-13)NH2), ACTH-(7-10) and the ACTH-(4-9) analog ORG 2766. The peptides ACTH-(4-7) and Phe-D-Lys-Phe were not effective in this respect. This indicates that this effect of ACTH-derived peptides is located in the 7-10 part of the molecule whereas for the effect of ORG 2766 a bigger part of the molecule may be required. ORG 2766 was effective after intra-accumbal, subcutaneous and oral administration. The differences in potencies between the 3 routes of administration (ED50 0.76 ng/kg, 28.5 ng/kg and 80.6 micrograms/kg, respectively) suggest that the peptide exerts its effect by facilitating recovery processes at the lesion site. Studies with ORG 2766 showed that treatment during the first days following the induction of the lesion is essential for the facilitating action of the peptide on spontaneous recovery from brain damage.